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Frank Wolff

Historiography on the General Jewish Labor Bund.
Traditions, Tendencies and Expectations
Research on the Jewish Labor Bund 1 was determined for a long time by historiographical designs that
first stem from the grand project of rewriting history from a Marxist and activist perspective and the
secondly from the steadily sharpening contrast between the Bund and its opponents. These two guiding
forms of interpretation appear to have had a strong influence both on academic and public historical
discourses. As a result the history of the Bund and Bundist thought remained as an highly marginalized
theme in non-Bundist texts. Related to that, Bundist history entered independent academic debate
relatively late as a distinct subject. But on the other hand, maybe as a counter-reaction there grew a
strong tendency of Bundist self-historization, often combined with self-justification and heroization by
internal speakers and authors.
Only in the last years a rather modernized and distanced historiography increased – but by no means
always without political ambitions. But, apart from some topical introductions of certain monographs, no
generalizing overview on the historiography on the Jewish Labor Bund is available. Because recently a
new impetus in the research on the Jewish Labor Bund can be detected, the need for a localization of
older and newer tendencies is more urgent than before. 2 This article can only fulfill this partially.
Whereas in some fields research has provided deep insights into important questions about Bundism,
this overview rather aims at linking scientific output to some traditions and sketching out gaps and
perspectives than evaluating all efforts made. It aims at redrawing main tendencies and traditions of the
relevant historiography, linking them to contextual developments and finally raising continuative
questions. These conclusive remarks, based on my personal research and considerations, might of
course be altered and extended into various directions.
The tradition of self-historization already has its roots in the very first decade of the Bund's existence.
From the very beginning Bundist periodicals used to deem history as a history of class-struggle. Just
like in other Marxist publications of that time, Bundists took the opportunity to raise their voice against
traditionalism by their own means and in their own words – reinterpreting the past in order to actuate
and explain the present fight for a better future. Whereas in the first publications topics like anterior
revolutions or great figures of the early labor movement were in the focus, Jewish socialist interest in
general, and Bundist in particular, only gradually became a subject of deeper consideration. Merely a
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very small number of short obituaries and (later on) commemorative words about the pioneers of the
Jewish labor movement found their way into the illegally printed or smuggled journals. A first hint of
future developments is connected to the official programmatic adoption of the concept of nationalcultural autonomy in 1901. 3 Now the Bund developed a political vision distinct from other closely related
parties. 4 The inception of fulltext self-historization might be seen in the famous 25th issue of the
Arbeyter shtime that was published in that particular year and context. 5 Being proud of its existence and
persistence despite harsh persecution of the illegal print-shops directly after the first wave of
imprisonment in the last years of the nineteenth century – also seen as the first generational break in
the Bundist leadership – this issue, printed in Yiddish and Russian as an exception, did not only devote
much space to the Bund's own history. Furthermore this issue included a long list of congratulations
from worldwide leading Social Democrats and so showed the periodical's and the Bund's representation
in the international movement. 6 A next step was the 14th edition of Di hofnung, published in 1907,
another important Bundist periodical of that time. 7 It thematized the Bund's history for example through
an overview of published journals and through some first reminiscences on the foundation of the Bund
then in its 10th year. This content was already shaped by the experience of the first generational break
among the activist masses: The First Russian Revolution 1905 – and its decline.
This formulating of generational experiences by mediating distant „early times” became important
during the first "decline" of the Bund 1907-1910/12 and turned into a widely spread phenomenon after
1917. After having dealt with the split into a social-democratic and a communist wing, the Bund at least
from 1921 onwards could return to consider working on progressive politics in Interwar Poland. As
stated, writing of history was of the highest relevance for revolutionary movements and therefore an
important part in that larger cultural cluster the Bund set up. This grew dominantly in Interwar Poland
where the Bund could in large operate in (at least widely tolerated) legality. 8 Consequently then the first
bigger historical works were written, and for some Bundist the writing of Bundist history turned out to
become a major form of activism. Furthermore, this was a form of activism that could also be carried on
by members who migrated to the United States. Vladimir Medem's autobiography is for sure the best
known among these publications. 9 In these books history and memory tend to merge into one, aiming
at handing down a pre-interpreted history of a past in Russian times, when fighting was heroic and
dangerous – but also at remaining militant.
This turn towards a more and more commemorative movement did not emerge independently. The
Bund, to its left, had to defend its interpretation of the workers' movement against the strong impetus of
the "proletarization" in Soviet-styled history, especially by the likewise Yiddish acting Jewish section of
the Communist Party, the Yidsektsye, that largely consisted of former Bundists. To its right, Zionist
conceptions of history and politics became slightly more popular. Once again the Bund had to define its
standpoint by looking at its past.
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One of these tendencies of dealing with (and later erasing the) Jewish Labor Bund can be called a
collectivization of the rather specific form of socialism the Bund stood for. In the early Soviet Union
there were several works written on Bundist issues by former Bundists. 10 In histories of the revolution
the Bund was critically mentioned as one of the most important players in anti-tsarist circles. But from
the late 1920s the dealing with the former associate became more and more difficult and by the turn to
the third decade of the 20th century the Bund, first by name, then in general, vanished from Soviet
history books or popular media. Under these pens, anticommunist Bundists were either condemned,
concealed or collectively transformed into revolutionary proletarians, parts of the large revolutionary
masses in the prehistory of the glorious „people's revolution”. On the other hand, Bundists also tended
to use a form of collective interpretation. They largely saw their movement as the „Jewish Labor
Movement.” Bundist history and the history of popular Jewish resistance against tsarism appeared to be
synonymous. Likewise this inclusive generalization could be used by other political writers in order to
anonymize the Bund.
Obviously any cultural work was interrupted due to the German invasion into Poland, when the Bund,
often together with other resisting forces, turned into a fighting unit. Especially the Warsaw ghetto
uprising in 1943 became a myth in the Bundist past 11 and is commemorated by former activists and
sympathizers until the recent day. 12 These and many other then contemporary issues were discussed
in the Bund's longest-living periodical "Unzer tsayt". The Bund left Poland - practically from 1941, when
this new Bundist mouthpiece first appeared in New York and officially from 1947 when the Jewish Labor
Bund left Poland and reshaped itself into the International Labor Bund, the World Bund, with the
Coording Committee of Bundist and Affiliated Jewish Socialist Organization in various Countries in
central position. 13 It steadily had to deal with the global decrease of Bundism as a influential primary
political force and the absence of revolutionary perspectives. 14 But it could rely on previously
established networks of social and cultural work 15 and in my eyes therefore – and of course also
following larger tendencies in Jewish history – practically focused on memory as one of its major
political actions. This defensive act of insisting on the relevance of personal and collective perceptions
aside political mainstreams were in large influenced by the experienced generational shifts due to
historical breaks, the institutionalizing of the Bund-Archives and of course the new rise of the Yiddish
language and the related rising activities of the YIVO in the New World. Historiography now played a
major role in the creation of a practical space in order to establish a Bundist identity outside of Poland.
Now numerous historically inspired texts, be it in dailies, journals or books, were published. Writing and
reading Bundist history as much as joining commemorative acts became a mode of belonging to or at
least signifying ones support for the Bund and the general relevance of secular Jewish forces. History
of the Bund and history written by Bundists was therefore for a longer time almost one and the same.
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On the other hand and largely outside the Yiddish-speaking Bundist milieu, the persuasiveness of the
Bund in history and politics became gradually questioned. This might be seen as a secondary effect of
the close relation between Bundist history and Bundist practice. Now that Bundism challenged the
ascending Zionism more than ever, the other side did not hesitate to use its force and influence. 17 As a
result, even concerning times and spheres of greatest relevance, the Bund was "unwritten" from history,
and either silenced or ignored and therefore retrospectively marginalized. The question whether this
took place by intent or as a matter of reception cannot be answered here – but it would be an
interesting point in order to critically examine Jewish history and the personal choice of subject.
Altogether the tendencies of either overemphasizing or ignoring socialist history in large and Bundist
history in detail is salient – but yet a blank spot in historiographical considerations.
Another way of dealing with Bundism was asking for its "success" – often by using concepts or terms,
the Bundists never used or raised since they stood against their own philosophy. 18 Sometimes this led
to antagonisms and perceptions that appeared much stronger from the historians' ex-post perspective
than they actually were in the time they referred to. Especially the forcefully used figures of "convincing
power" and "success" are not questioned with relation to the socio-historical practices and historical
settings, but apparently rather used following the historians' personal presumptions. "Success"
becomes a seemingly eternally valid measuring unit without asking for the relevance of "success in
certain periods". 19 For instance, Bernhard K. Johnpoll decidedly judged Bundist politics as a failure, as
"politics of futility" because it failed to seek state power. But the Bund as a democratic Marxist
revolutionary and internationalist movement simply could never ask for state power alone, it asked for a
socialist AND democratic world order, for personal liberty and cultural autonomy. These studies are
measuring the power of a movement by its will in order to seize (Johnpoll) or create (Gorny) a nationstate, although the movement itself considered the formation of nation states (and the preceding
philosophies) as a tragic failure. It seems that rather expectations and only to a lesser account
observations are guiding those historians' pens.
Yet, as already mentioned, the post-war denial of the Bund was thwarted by a wave of Yiddish historical
publications on the Bund in Poland issued by the Bund in America and the world. This modernized selfhistorization had, roughly speaking, four main tendencies which sometimes merged. One was the
description of the general Bundist work in Eastern Europe. 20 Secondly especially under the roof of the
Bundist publishing house "Unzer Tsayt" (be it in books or the journal) authors like the main Bundist
historian Jacob Sh. Hertz came to publish detailed descriptions of Bundist history. 21 Attached to certain
branches or committees of the mighty Arbeter ring history could be written in that sense, either by
editing collections of earlier works, by historical research or the publishing of personal experience. The
third huge practice started as the commemoration of leading Bundists 22 and later turned into massive
collective biographical works. 23 This form of exploring the Bundist past through personal fates spread in
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the 1920s and '30s when the Bundist Press extensively started reporting on leading personalities in life
and death. Anniversaries received an attention like never before.
After the Shoa personalized commemoration developed into a major factor on the overall rising Yiddish
book market and the publishing of (auto)biographies rose to a previously unknown extend. Now also
workers and not only leading Bundists found motivation to write – and sometimes even a publisher
afterwards. In the search of preserving memory of a world lost, Bundists from all social strata and
writing skills started telling their life stories as a whole or in episodes. 24 Fourth, huge personal, often
literary interpretations of Bundist history in the context of the Eastern European experience were
published. This whole and very productive stream of combining memory and history was closely bound
to the use of the Yiddish language and therefore underlay and co-shaped the developments of this
language after the Second World War. 25 Until now only very few of these books were translated into
other languages. 26 Generally speaking these four streams prepared the ground for all following studies
on Bundism. It is one of the main desiderata in the research on Bundism, that this internal
historiography, this form of Bundist activity never stood in the focus of critical exploration.
This Yiddish historiography found its zenith in the late 1960's and early 1970's. Afterwards
historiography on the Jewish Labor Bund changed dramatically and became an academic issue of
minor rank in overall Jewish historiography. Maybe in the first academic exploration of Bundism the
same thought of passing on an endangered history played an important role. Concerning method and
research interest, Henry J. Tobias book on the Russian Bund until 1905 is the cornerstone in this
development. 27 This saturated study is an inevitable resource until the recent days. In this sense it
pioneered later studies: many issues risen in this book were to be discussed in the next years as
central issues of Bundism. Especially Tobias' detailed focus on organizational matters as much as
ideological shifts opened the path for a longer discussion on the national conceptions of the Bund. 28
Many studies from now on were examining the development from the loose cooperation of Jewish
unions to the founding of the Bund and finally the development of a new secular and revolutionary
force. The concentration on the concepts of nationalism and on conceptual matters led to specialized
results, but also to a narrowing in the considerations of the broad Bundist activities. 29 Yoav Peled's
essay on the Bundist ethno-class consciousness can be read as a climax of the tendency of reading the
Bund through national- and class-analysis. 30
What unifies these studies is a concentration on conceptional matters or the development of Bundist
ideas, but the question of how they were put into practice remains largely unanswered. Nevertheless
studies with other focuses were always published but they never became that central in reading
Bundism. 31 Especially Moshe Mishinsky's vision of reading the Bund through spatial categories might
be worth a reconsideration by recent researchers. 32 A field recently receiving far more consideration is
the cultural and everyday practice of the Bund. In the early academic period only the classical book by
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Ezra Mendelsohn considered this to a larger extent. In this fluent essay he focused on the practical
consequences of living under the conditions of daily class struggle in the Jewish Pale of settlement in
Russian times. There he considered the Bund to have offered "new way of life, a new framework of
conventions within which to live and work" 33 – not only in a distant future but rather through the practice
of fighting for exactly that future. But, from a contemporary point of view, the book derives its convincing
power rather from its narration than its method. Concerning the broad masses, the book remains as
vague as the others – the thoughts, perspectives and practices of the members aside the leading
circles remained (and still remain) unresearched. Nevertheless Mendelsohn's study might be seen as a
motivation for writers, who, from the the early 1990's onwards, in a great measure followed the turn of
historiography towards the New Cultural History and the consequent change of focuses.
The centenary of the Bund in 1997 was accompanied by the yet last conference on the history of the
Jewish Labor Bund. The consequent publication of papers presented 34 reveals tendencies that are
influential until now: 35 First of all, Bundism is a historical phenomenon that needs to be approached
from several perspectives, especially in order to overcome the contrasting history of Bundism and
Zionism that seems to be dictating large parts of the public and academic debates. Secondly, the
interest in the Bund was expanded from the earlier Russian times especially towards Interwar Poland.
Because the Bund could act as a legal party there, it established a huge network of political, cultural
and social institutions.
Along with this thematic shift in 1997 came a generational one. For instance, Gertrud Pickhans
voluminous study on the Bund in Poland stepped towards exploring that time from a new cultural
perspective. 36 It, of course, kept asking questions on thought and organization but it focused on the
societal work of the Bund that resulted from its political framework and on the transition the Bund had to
undergo while transforming itself and its structures from the Russian to the Polish period. After
Pickhan's re-evaluation if the Polish Bund other projects seem to continue the discussion on the Polish
Bund. Jack Jacob's book on "Bundist Counter Culture" will be published this spring. 37 This and Roni
Gechtman's recently elaborated study on „National-Cultural Autonomy in the Making” 38 seem to
promise the necessary widening of reading Bundism through its practice. Another recently only
marginally studied temporal field is that of the Bund during the Second World War. Mainly Daniel
Blatmans study on the resistance of Bundists against the Nazi-occupation must be mentioned here. 39
But concerning the contextualization of Bundist resistance in militancy, cultural work and individual
action, this period needs far more consideration than is has received until now.
Like in overall history the cultural shift also brought a lot of new perspectives. Among the specialized
focuses is Rick Kuhn's consideration of the Jewish Social Democratic Party of Galicia, in short the
Galizian Bund. 40 It was founded after the prototype of the Bund and later united with the Bund in order
to become the Bund in Poland. The special value of his consideration from the perspective of Bundist
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historiography is the enlarging of the Bundist sphere of influence over the borders of the Jewish pale of
settlement. This might influence researchers in order to look upon Bundism apart from its traditional
territories. Another yet even more specific work (by theme and method) was done by Susanne MartenFinnis on the use of language in the pre-revolutionary Bundist press. 41 Because of the great relevance
of printed matters for Bundism, her studies gave first insight to possible reading tendencies of some
mouthpieces. Scrutinizing her cognitions by looking at the far more spread leaflets, local publications
and later important books and combining her rather linguistic approach with that of social relations
could lead future research to important insights on the connection of language and behavior –
especially because the construction and use of modern Yiddish was of highest relevance for Bundism.
A third, yet again growing field is locating the Bund in broader contexts – either by relating the Bund to
surrounding parties or groups 42 or by integrating Bundist history into the examinations of certain
periods. 43 This could be a field for further investigation and cooperation between historians from various
specifications. Especially looking at the many reminiscences written by Bundist activists, an approach
emphasizing rather cooperation (sometimes in concurrency) than isolation, promises to reveal far more
adequate visions of how Bundism was put into practice. In the end only this broader contextualization
aside party-shaped borders can put Bundism back into its place in history where it emerged as a
historical movement for – and very often also by the Jewish masses.
These perspectives may have the ability to link certain branches of historiography, but they also reveal
a problematic aspect of historiography on the Bund. In how far can we talk about THE Bund if it
underwent these kind of dramatic changes, internally and externally? How can periods and practices be
linked? Generally speaking, whenever the Bund played a role as a collective protagonist it was
researched as a party and attention was drawn mainly at the institutional centerpieces in several
periods. But if the Bund was a basis for personal political action, like authors from all generations
repeatedly state – who were the persons that constituted the Bund? How were (locally or thematically
defined) subgroups related to the activists and these again to the central Bundist institutions? Research
widely agrees that the Bund's broader influence on Jewish life in general is one of the most remarkable
features in its history – but keeps researching the Bund in a rather centralized way. Isn't there a
researchable difference between the Bund as a public protagonist in certain periods and the Bundists
as carriers of the movement and mediators of meaning? Whereas this secondary effect is widely
assumed and researchers theoretically agree on the relative weak significance of the membership in
contrast to the broader influence profound research on that field crossing time and space needs to be
done. Furthermore Bundists might even have changed party, groups and interests – and returned, like
those Bundists who first participated in the communist movement after 1917 but, from the late 20s on,
rejoined the Bund in significant numbers. Here a personalized approach could reveal insights in the
urgent questions: Who were the Bundists and what made a Bundist a Bundist? How about differences
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like social strata inside the Bund? And: How did workers deal with Bundism as a political theory? It
indeed is an intriguing question whether, polemically, Bundist became Bundists because of being
attracted by Vladimir Medem's theoretical works – or because of having a Bundist club next door. To a
large extent these questions remain unanswered. The first writers about the Bund never rose
them – maybe because they shared experiences and therefore the answers were far too obvious to
them. But now, from a further perspective, the term Bundist looses its unifying character and inclusive
potential. It is revealing that workers' participation, aside generalizing and idealizing statements, is a
blank spot in the history of a workers' movement.
In that light also the possibilities and limits of women's roles in the Bund deserve far more
consideration. But, unlike of the untouched workers' issue, the often stated equality between men and
women is recently under question. Whereas this topic found first scientific consideration only a few
years past already new perspectives are exposed. 44 They reveal an indeed challenging character by
asking whether this equality, if in participation, representation or commemoration was a self-repetitive
myth in Bundist history. 45 Dealing with this point (or myth?) will become a field for productive debates in
the next years as it touches Bundism at its bones by questioning the relation of perception and reality in
that issue of everyday equality.
But more assumptions stemming from the traditional Bundist historiography should be challenged. The
linear and well segmented conception of Bundist history is bound to generational constructions that
Bundist writers used to create by and for themselves in order to explain personal devotion or
institutional change. The segmentation of Bundist history into four phases of course has its explanatory
potential and reasons considering the legal situation. 46 But nevertheless the often referred watersheds
are invented ordering points aiming at bargaining applicable models of explaining the Bund in relation to
master narratives on overall twentieth century history. But, for instance, were shifts in the space of
generational experience, models of militancy and modes of social practice really coinciding? How about
personal, institutional and theoretical persistence – especially the last one paradoxically is another fixpoint of Bundism that Bundists steadily kept referring to. In my eyes, the strict temporal sectioning, from
Bundist ex-post self-perception to the recent book market, rather functions as an viable way of aligning
the history of the Bund to applicable quarts than as an evaluation of persistent ideological or social
factors that constituted the Bund in important matters. The Bund undeniably went through certain
periods. But for instance by using commemorative links and the herein described Bundist history
previously made experiences were constantly reconstructed as relevant contemporary factors. Very
often these reconstructions retrospectively sharpened breaks and borders in the light of contemporary
conflicts. Research therefore should include these crosstemporal visions of group-formation and
segmentation to a much larger extend as the invention of tradition broke ground for the political and
cultural work of the Bund as much as it was part of them.
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So if time is suspicious of limiting research due to traditional constraints, how about spatial concepts?
The history of the Bund has always been researched as East European history. This of course has its
reason. But be it through internal migration, political refuge to Western European cities or far distance
migration - migration has always co-shaped Bundism. Wherever a larger group of Bundists gathered,
they tended to create variously named Bundist-styled networks and tried to connect them to local
socialist groups as much as to the Bund and its institutions in Eastern Europe. On the other hand, the
Bund itself always tried to maintain its influence by setting up Bundist clubs in foreign countries. Foreign
Bundist groups supported the Bund "back home" by various means, from intellectual input to material
and money. It is, for instance, undisputed that a large number of the activists made their passage over
the Atlantic ocean and that these immigrants had an enormous impact on the history of American
Jewry. Lately Tony Michels

47

focused on this issue in great detail until the outbreak of the First World

War – but what about the other way around? American Jewish Socialists constantly complained about
the perspective of Bundists, who were said to be standing in America only with their feet – but facing
Poland. But these Bundists did not only stand and stare motionless. What was Bundist action overseas
and how was it related to the Bund in Poland? Remembering the later relocation of the Bund's
headquarters to New York, this question is of highest relevance.
Furthermore, research concerning later times and other areas of Bundist practice far from the Polish
soil is vague and scattered, but looking at recently ongoing projects, this might be a new point of major
interest in the research on Bundism. 48 In my eyes the key to new results will be the interpretation of
these migrational processes as a transnational history of exchange and persisting transfer rather than a
classical history of immigration.
Recently a large number of research projects are devoted to the Bund as a primary or secondary
subject. Obviously the history of the Bund will be widened, transformed and reinterpreted. But there
also is a need of a new summarizing interpretation. Whereas the classical constant and linear visions of
the Bund in its history were widely justified by personal ties of the historiographers and conceptual
frames they worked in, today a new critical and generalizing thesis on the basic patterns of Bundism
needs to be written – indeed not an easy venture in times of micro studies and fragmented research.
But this fragmentation should not only be read as a problem, it might pioneer new explanatory models.
The first step in this direction might be leaving behind the still persistent vision of researching on a
party. One might start exploring the Bund as a loose network with party-like institutions at its core. This
could enable us to approach the Bund and its broad sphere of influence through the methods of
network analysis instead of repeatedly rereading programmatic issues. Yet the frequent exploration of
subjacent models of participation and action might guide the way for such an embracing (in time an
space) global reconsideration of the protagonists of interest. This in the end enables us to leave old,
internally unifying, externally segregating conceptions of a homogenizing Bundist history aside and turn
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this history into one of three sometimes separate and sometimes overlapping protagonist, which are
situated one to another in a triangular model: The Bund, the Bundists and Bundism.

Notes to the author:
M.A. in East European History, History and English Literature. Co-founder of www.bundism.net - a
network devoted to research on the Jewish Labor Bund. Recently working on his PhD thesis, located at
the Bielefeld Graduate School in History and Sociology, BGHS, Bielefeld University. Working title: Neue
Welten in der Neuen Welt? Der Allgemeine Jüdische Arbeiterbund im Migrationsprozess, 1905-1950.
[engl.: New Worlds in the New World? The General Jewish Labor Bund in the Process of
Migration, 1905-1950.]
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The 1897 founded General Jewish Labor Bund (Algemeyner Yidisher Arbeter Bund fun Rusland, Poyln un Lite) quickly
developed from a conspiratorial group into a mass movement. In its actions the Bund presented a mixture of political criticism,
revolutionary force, secular Jewish culture and – depending on the time – militant resistance. It was not only a protagonist of the
First Russian Revolution 1905, it also played a dominant role in the overall leftist movement under the last tsar, in Interwar Poland
and under German occupation. After the Shoa (from 1947) the Bund persisted as a transnational network with its headquarters in
New York and bases all over the globe.
2
For ongoing projects on the Bund, see: www.bundism.net.
3
A program inspired by Austro-Marxists, demanding nonterritorial cultural rights in order to enable equal-righted life in a
multiethnic society, see: Gechtman, Roni: Conceptualizing National-Cultural Autonomy - From the Austro-Marxists to the Jewish
Labor Bund, in: Simon Dubnow Institute Yearbook, 4 (2005), pp. 17-49; in general: Nimni, Ephraim: National-Cultural Autonomy
and its Contemporary Critics, London 2005.
4
This led to certain ideological and practical conflicts, see for instance: Hertz, Jacob. S.: The Bund's Nationality Program and Its
Critics in the Russian, Polish and Austrian Socialist Movements, in: YIVO Annual of Jewish Social Science, 14 (1969), pp. 53-67;
Keßler, Mario: Parteiorganisation und nationale Frage – Lenin und der jüdische Arbeiterbund 1903-1914, in: Bergmann,
Theodor (ed.): Lenin. Theorie und Praxis in historischer Perspektive, Mainz 1994, pp. 219-231.
5
The 1899 founded voicepiece of the Central Committee later became a spot for commemoration itself, for instance: Litvak,
A./Salutski, J. B.: Der ershter numer "arbeter shtime", in: Dos revolutsionere rusland, Yidishe sotsyalistishe federatsye in
Amerike: New York 1917, pp. 113-116; Der ershter numer "arbeter-shtime". Zikhroynes fun die onteylnehmer, in: Arbeter luakh,
Warsaw 1922, pp. 101-109; Memoir on creation of Arbeter Shtime (around 1939), YIVO, New York - Bund Archives - RG 1401 Box 32, Folder 337.
6
Among them: August Bebel, Paul Singer, Karl Kautsky and many local and international Bundist groups. The edition of this
th
oversized special issue was previously resolved at the 4 conference of the Bund. Di Arbeter Shtime, 5, 25 (October 1901).
7
Di hofnung, Vilna, Nr. 14 (1907).
8
Examples, out of the many: Arbeter luakh (1922); Royter Pinkes, 2 vols.,Warsaw 1921, 1924; Litvak, A.:Vos iz geven: Etidudn
un zikhroynes, Vilna 1925; Mikhalevtish, Beynish: Zikhroynes fun a yidishen sotsyalist, 3 Bd., Warsaw 1921-1929; Rozental,
Anna: Bletlekh fun a lebens-geshikhte, YIVO historishe shriftn: Vilna 1939; Tsherikover, A./Menes, A./ Kurski, F./Rozin (BenAdir), A. (eds.): Di yidishe sotsyalistsishe bavegung biz der grindung fun "bund". Forshungen, zikhroynes, materialn, Historishe
sektsye fun YIVO. Historishe shriftn, Vilna, Paris 1939 and many anniversary's issues.
9
Medem, Vladimir: Fun mayn lebn, 2 vols., New York 1923 (previously published in "Der forverts", afterwards translated into
several languages).
10
Most prominent: Rafes, M.: Očerki po istorii "Bunda", Moscow 1923.
11
Alone the autobiographical output about this event is enormous. Very early: Amerikanisher representatsye fun "bund" in
Poyln (eds.): Geto in flamen. Zamlbukh, New York 1944.
12
For instance by the post-Bundist activist group "khavershaft" in Buenos Aires, see: Archivo de la Fundación IWO, Buenos Aires
- Fondo Bund - Caja 1114.
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There it also published the short but punchy Jewish Labor Bund Bulletin, first in Yiddish, but soon in English. The whole activity
of this fourth great temporal section in Bundist history needs to be explored. See David Slucki's ongoing project: Here-ness,
there-ness, and everywhere-ness: Doikeit and the dispersion of the Bund after the Holocaust, http://www.bundism.net/sluckiresearch-project, [11.02.2008].
14
Exemplary: Zelmanowicz, Motl: A Bundist Comments on History As It Was Being Made, The Post–Cold War Era, Philadelphia
2009.
15
Wolff, Frank: Singular Islands or a Transnational Sphere? Bundist Revolutionary Culture in the Process of Migration, Paper
presented at: Working Men of All Countries, Unite! Crisis and Revolution in Today’s World. Analysis and Perspectives, Buenos
Aires, Argentina, 30.10.-1.11.2008.
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